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Abstract
A set of agents t human or computer process} tire supposed lO
dec~dc on an action given z, lmite set of possible straleglc.,
when the background inl’t~rnl:~titm is vague or numerically
imprecise. The agents evaluate the stralegie.~ :rod communi-
cate their opinions aboul their utdities, their opinion.’, about
the credibilities of the reports of the other agents. :is well a.,,
their opinions of the reliabilities o1" the other agents. A ..,ig-
niticant property of the theory is that it admits the representa-
tion of imprecise inform.’~tion at all stages. The strategies are
evaluated relative to generalisations of the p,’inciple of maxi-
raising the expected utility. It is also demonstrated how deci-
sion trees can he integrated into the framework :me we
sugge,~t :m evaluation rule taking int¢~ act’~unt all strategies.
credibilities, reliabilities, probabilities and utilitie.~ involved
in the framework. This is done ~ itht~ut presuppo.~ing the ex-
i.’,lencc o1 a central co-ordinating agent that e~.aluates the thf-
ferent repurts of the agents. In :t distributed context there are
no tl priori reasons Ibr such art agent and v..e shL~w how it f;.tn
be eliminated in our framework.

Background

In the area of Distributed Artilicial Intelligence multi-agent
co-ordination is approached in different ways depending on
what relations sets of agents have to each other. One aspect
of this is to what extent a group of agents is centrally co-or-
dinated (Fkenberg. Boman. & Danielson 1995 I. O~kenbcrg.

l)anielscm. & Boman 1995"L I.Kal/ & Rosenschein 1993J.
!Rt~senschein 1982) and t~ what extent Ihc ctmtrol is distrib-
uted (Ephrati & Roscnscl|ein 1991 ). ~Zlotkm & Roscnschein
1991 ). Intermediate I’orms occur, where agents ,~ub-cnnt]acl
their tasks ttJ other agents (Kraus 1993): alsu in cnvirnn-
IllClILs where the agents dr) II1.11 have a Cl.ll|lltl()ll g~al and

there is no gh~bally consiste|tl km~wlcdgc. Within the et:~-
mDnlic appn~achcs, the Ctmtract Net communication prt~t¢,-
col (Smith 19801 has also been appreciated.

The :.tpprt~;.tch in (Ekenberg. I)anielson. & ]]onran It)gOat.
(t’kenhcrg. Daniclstm. & Boman l gt)Ob) treats :t centraliscd
scenario where a decision rn:tking agent t l)MA I. which nut.,,’
be a hulllan coordinator as well as allt)lhgr agent proce:,s.

faces a situation involving a choice between :.t linitc set of
str:ttcgies {St} having :recess to :t linitc set of aultmolnt:ttlS
agents {A~} reporting their opinitms on the strategies to the
DMA. see Figure I. In such a scenario, the communicatitm

model required is restricted t1.~ the information Ilow between
the I)MA and the respective :tgenls.

DMA

SI 52 --- Sm

Figure I A multi-agent decision model

In ~, situation modelled as in Figure 1. some agents may he
nit)re reliable than others when evalu:tting the strategies in-
’~t)lved. since different agents may have different capal~ili-
tics It) deternfine the utilities. The DMA :rise has access to
assessments expressing the credibility of the different agents
and is set t,n choosing the most preferred strategy given the
agents" individual reports and the relative credibility of
these. A main issue in such a context is how the local utilities
uf the :tgents are related to the global utility of the con’tplele
s,.,slelll tel’. (Rosenschein & Zlotkin 19941.t. A ct)lllnlon as-

suntption in this at’ca of the processes involved is that each
of the participating agents has an individual preference rela-
tion ~wcr the set t~t" strategies. Agents bypass negt~tiatitm by
using a voting mechanisrn; e:tch agent expresses ils prcfcr-
et|ces and it group choice mecltanism is used u, select the re.
¯,ttlt. l:or instance, tF..plmtti & Rt~senschein ItJ91). (Zh+tkin
& Roscrtscheflx 1991~ use a relincmetlt of the Clarke tax
cClarke 1971 I. This is further developed in <l-phrati & R¢,-
senschein 1993 ~.

A feature in. e.g.. I Ephr:tti & Roscnschein 1991 ) is thai the
utilities arc cotrununicatcd explicitl}, and are not depentlcnt
on particul:tr htcal functions in dctining :t global Isucial wel-

fare) functiun. Similar to this. the int+de] in Figure I does not
necessarily require particular utility funclitms nf the agents.
but rather Ihat the utility estimates are expressed h) sets ,11’
utility functions, determined by different ct>nstraints (Eken-
bc,’g. Danielson. & Boman 1996a). The dccision rule used in
agent tleliherati~m has nftcn been the principle of maxinti-
sing the expected utility {PMI-t.~ which has been cqu:ttcd
with the conce]~l t~l" rationality tel’. IGnl,,.tr:isicwic/& l)url~.’e
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1993)). This equality is inspired by research that grew from
efforts of Ramsey. yon Neumann. and others cFishburn
1981). It should be emphasized that even though this paper
assumes the underlying use of the PMEU. this .’tssumption
can be relaxed (Bom:m & Ekcnberg 1995j. (Ekcnberg, Da-
nielson, & Boman 1996b).

Another important issue is that for a set of agents It, per-
form adequately, it seems important that the agents are able
to evaluate vague background information gathered from
different sources. The dynamic adaptation taking phtce over
time as the agents interact with their environment, and with
other agents, is affected by the means :lv,’dl.’thle to assess and
evaluate imprecise information. In this respect. ~,ur concern
has been how problems modelled by numerically imprecise
probabilities and utilities can be evaluated. Much wt,rk has
been done in this area and the relation between our work and
earlier approaches that attempt to incorp,~rate imprecise es-
timates into probability theory is described in (Ekenbcrg 
Danielson 1994). Our approach attempts t. conform to tl’a-
ditional statistical reasoning by using the concept of admis-
sibility (Lehmann 1959). The theory may still be used 
vague domains and it avoids restricting assumptions such as
common knowledge, precise utility measures, and a depen-
dence on axiomatic ch:tracterisations (Rosenschein 1988).

An obvious disadvantage with the model in Figure I is
that there are not always a priori reasons for choosing a spe-
cilic DMA, and one purpose with this paper is lO alh~w for
the DMA to be removed. The next section presents an ap-
pruach where the agents have access to a mechanism for
communicating constraints on their individual utilities and a
decision rule that evaluate a global utility from thi.,,. Since
such a structure requires qualified reports from each of the
agents, the agents should also have access to a general
framework for evaluating the possible strategies from their
own viewpoints. Such a framework is investigated in the
second part of this paper, which describes ht~w agents may
use decision trees to evaluate different strategies with re-
spect to imprecise background information.

Global Utility

The first step to eliminate the DMA is tt, distribute the possi-
bility to estimate the credibility ol’the agents. As in the mod-
el in Figure I. each individual agent may express its
respective opinion about the utilities of the strategies under
consideration. However. it may still be that different agents
may have different capabilities to determine the utilities, and
this section suggests how the possibility to make credibility
assessments can be distributed.

Representation

The agents are asked to assess the competence of the t)thel"

agents in two respects: (i) they may have t,pinions on the
other agents" abilities to give adequate estimates tm the util-
ities of different strategies, and (ii) they may have opinions

on the reliabilities of the other agents as they in turn assess
the abilities of other agents. Each agent has such capabilities
of expression since there are no coordinating agents or glo-
bal credibilities involved. This model is restricted in the
sense that there are no good answers to why we should stop
here. The agents could also have opinions on the reliability
of the other agents when they in turn assess the reliability of
the other agents. Furthermore the agents may have opinions
tm the abilities of the agents when stating the latter kinds of
assessments, etc. Theoretically, this viewpt~int implies an
intinite regress and makes the problem intractable, but a rea-
sonable, albeit unjustified, assumptitm is that the assess-
mcnts converge alter a few levels. The description in this
section is restricted to a case with three kinds of assess-
ments, but as will be seen later, the model can be extended
to take account of an arbitrary number ,,f assessments types.
As an example how this model c’m be used, consider the fol-
lowing:

Example: A set of agents (AI and A2) are to report on their
respective assessments concerning the strategies for a risk
policy of a company. The objective for the agents is to de-
cide how to allocate resources for preventing potential loss-
es of the comp:my. The prevailing strategies are t,, prevent
disruption of productions and services, to prevent obstruc-
tion of research and development, or to distribute the re-
sc,urces over both these objectives. These strategies arc
labeled St. $2. and $3 below. Assume that the agents AI and
A2 have reported the following utility assessments. The util-
ities involved could, for example, be monetary values. In
that case. they are linearly transformed to real values in the
interval [0. I l-

For instance, the assessments according t. agent AI could
be the ft~llowing:

¯ The utility of strategy S I is between 0.20 and 0.50

¯ The utility of strategy $2 is between 0.20 and 0.60

¯ The utility of strategy $3 is between 0.40 and 0.60
¯ The utility of strategy $2 is at least 0.10 better than that

of S I

Agent A2 can state similar assessments about the utilities
t~l" the strategies. Note thai the utility’ estimates are treated
only from a global perspective. Below. we will discuss how
the agents may use decisi,m trees in imprecise domains to
individually perform evaluations of the strategies. (Risk
evaluation methods that can be integrated into the frame-
w(~rk are discussed in (Ekenberg & Daniels.n 1995 :t. (Eken-
berg. Oberoi, & Orci 1995)1.

Moreover. the agents may estimate the credibility ,,1 AI
anti A2 as numbers in the interval [0,11. The number 0 de-
notes the lowest credibility and I the highest. Thus, the as-
sessments according Io agent AI could be:

¯ The credibility of agent A2 is at least equ:d to that ofAI
¯ The credibility of agent A2 is between 0.30 and 0.70
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The assessments according to agent A2 have a similar
fornl. Furthermore, the agents have estimated the reliabili-
ties of Ai and A2 as numbers in the interval [0.11. The num-
ber 0 denotes the lowest reliability and 1 the highest. For
instance, the assessments according to agent AI can be:

¯ The reliahility of agent Ai is between 0.50 and (1.70

¯ The reliability of agent A-, is between 0.2{) and 0.50 

One further reason fi~r :tllowing interval :is well as coln-
parative assessments is that the agents" informatitm may
have different sources. For instance, intervals naturally oc-
cur from aggregated quantitative information while qualita-
tive considerations often result in comparisons. Since the
st~urces may be different, the assessments are not necessarily
consistent with each other.

Example (eont’d): The reports provided by agent t are
transklted to the following expressions.

Ull E [0.20, 0.501
u21 ~. 1{).20. 0.6{11
u3t ~ 10.40. 0.601
u21 _> Ull + 0.10

The credibilities as well as the reliabilities of AI and A2
;.fie also represented as numbers in the interval [0. I]. :rod the
translation of the credibility and the reliability assessments
above results in the following expressions.

ct2 E 10.30. {).7{)1
Cl2 > ell

rlt c 10.50, 0.70]

r12 ~ [0.21). 0.501 

"]’he sets of assessments arc transformed into linear sys-
tems cff cqu:ltions that are checked for consistency The
credibility assessments, reliability assessments, .’rod utilitv
:issessments constitute the credibility base ’~., the reliability
base R. and the ~’trate~y base 5 respectively. A credibilily
base with k agents is expressed in the credibilil), varinhle.,,
{ C l I ..... c I k ..... ck I ..... Ckk } stating tile relative credihilit v o f
the diffel"ent agents when c,nsidering the strategies. "[’he

ter,n cij tlcnotcs the tJpinion ~1 agent Ai aboul the credibility
of ~gent Aj’s utility estimates. A reliability base with k
agents is expressed in the reliability variables
{ r I I ..... r lk ..... rkl ..... rkk } stating the relati,,e reliabilit), of
the diffc,’ent agents. The tc,’m rij denotes the ,’cliability of
agent A.i acct~rding to agent Ai. The credibility and reliabil-
ity bases are also restricted by normalisation ctmslrainls

k k

’~ Cij = I :lnd E r j = 1.
I .I i-=l

for each agent Ai inxolvcd. A strategy base ++.ith k agcntr,
and m st,ategies is expressed in strategy v.’triat+les
lull ..... Ulk ..... Uml ..... Unlk} slating the utility td" the Stl’;.tlc-

gics ;.tccoJ’ding It> the different agents. Tile Icrrn tlil denotes
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the utility of strategy Si in the opinion of agent Ai. The three
bases together constitute an it,.l’t~rmtttiottfrltme. It is assumed
that the variables" respective ranges are real numbers in the
interval [0. I1. Below, we will refer to an inl’t~nmttion fr:tme
as a structure (5, K- "e,.).

Wc will now provide a more detailed description of how
problems, arising when eliminating the central position of a
coordinating agent, are handled. We begin by discussing the
representation and properties ~1" assessments of agent c,’cdi-
bility, agent reliability, and utilities of strategies acctwding
to the different agents.

Evaluation

In eliminating the DMA we t,btain three different bases lu
consider in Ihe evaluation p,’t~ccss. The global utility of a
strategy is a functitm of the reports t~l" tile individu:d agents.
the agents" credibility when giving such reports according to
the other agents, and all agents" opinions on each others re-
liability. The intuition for the formula expressing the global
expected utility is that all assessments concerning the utili-
ties of the strategy Si are taken into accounl, each of which
is balanced with the different credibility assessments. "File
credibility assessments are in turn balanced with the rcli~,bil-
ity assessments. For instance, uilcI I. i.e. the utility., t~l strat-
egy Si in tile opinion of agent AI weighted by the crctlibility
td" agent At according to itself, is weighted by the ,’eliabilit.,,,
of agent A1 according to all agcnls in the system. Tile re~,t, lt-
ing expression of this is

U~lCllrll +UilCllr21 +-.- +tlilcllrkl¯

Similar expressions are received for all terms and the re-
stilting expression when all :tssessments are taken inlo ac-
count is then (except for a normalisation I’:lctori

Uilt_’llrll + Uil¢llr21 + ... + ui2cl2rll + ... + tlikgkkrkk.

In the remaining parts uf this section, the inform:~tion
frame (5. K, ’-~.) is supposed tl~ represent a sx;stem with 
agents :rod m strategies.

l)efinition i

Given an informatitm frame (5. ’-(.. :t(). .eh,hal cXlWCted
utilily (;(St) of a str:ltegy S, is:

k k k
I

("J(’Si’l = k E Z E tlil’t’nn’l’lln,
j-: lu’h- 11"t = 1

whc,c uij. cij. and rij :,re ~.ariables in 5. K. and ’.~.. icspcc-
tivclv. ¯

This expression should be evaluated with respect t,~ the
ctmstraints in the infomlation frame. Ilowevcr. since tile
agents are nt~l necessarily consislent in their cstim:ltes, tile
lir,;t ..,top of the evaluation procetlure is to determine tile so-
lutitm sets to ’A.’.. "~.. and S.
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Definition 2

A list of numbers [n I ..... nk] is a sollttion rector to a base X
containing variables xi, where i = I ..... k, if ni can be consis-
tently substituted for xi in X. The set of solution vectors to a
base constitutes the solution set. This set is a convex polyto-
pc, i.e. an intersection of a linite number of closed half spac-
es. ̄

Thc solution sets to the bases can be determined by ordi-
nary linear programming (LP) methods. In order to deline 
evaluation principle, a notation for instantialions of the glo-
bal expected utility of an strategy is introduced below.

Definition 3

Given an information frame (3. K. R). l.et a. d. and e 
three vectors of real numbers (all ..... aik). I I I .. ... dk k.J, and

(e I 1 ..... ekk ).

k k k
I= E E E

j=lm=ln=l

where aij. dij. and cij are numbers substituted for ui.i. el.i, and
rij in G(Si)I. 

The evaluation an alternative can be based on the c~mcept
of admissibility. This intuitively means that a strategy is ad-
missible iff no other strategy is better w.r.t. (X "~. R). Thus.
a strategy Si is admissible if it has specific properties w.r.t.
the inl’ormation frame under consideration. The t in the ex-
pressions below is a real number in the interval It), I1 intro-
duced for studying how large the differences between the
expected utilities arc.

Definition 4

Given an information frame (X K, ~.) and a real number t 
the interval [0, I I.

Si is at least as t-,~’ood as Sjiff ald~e~G( i )- :t .icl.icrG( SI) - t _>

for all ai. da, el. aj. di. ej. where ai and :~i are solution vectors
to S, di and di are solution vectors Io .Tk:. and ei and cj are so-

lution vectors to ~.

Si is t-better than Sjiff Si is at least as t-good as Sn and
aldi":~G(Si) - a.idicjGI S.i) - t > forsome% di. ci . aI . dj . ej .

where ai and a.i are solution vectors to 3. di and dl arc solutiun
vectors to "(. and ei and ej are solution vectors to R.

Si is t-admissible iff no other Sj is t-better. ̄

These definitions (fl~r t = O) ctmform to statistical decision
theory (Lehmann 1959). and can be used below when com-
paring different alternatives. In the general ease, determin-
ing admissibility is a fairly demanding task from a
computational viewpoint. Consequently. general methods
are not suitable for interactive use of Ihe evaluation proce-

dure. Instead, we use procedures for reducing problems of
this particular kind (i.e. when the bases are separated) to lin-
ear systems, solvable with LP methods (Daaielson & Eken-
berg 19967.

Using the above delinition, the strategies are evaluated
with respect to (S, K. R) and one of three situations may oc-
cur. For a real number t:

(it No strategy is t-admissible

(ii) One strategy is t-admissible

(iii) More than one strategy is t-admissible

Case (it has no solution. For case (ii) the task is done,
since the only remaining strategy is superior. Case (iii) re-
mains, which implies a set of seemingly reasonable strate-
gies containing more th:m one clement. When this ease
occurs, admissibility seems to be too weak to form a deci-
sion rule by itself. We have earlier suggestcd different prin-
ciples for further discriminating rules for centralised agent
systems (Ekenberg & Danielson 1994). (Ekenberg, Daniel-
son, & Boman 1996a). but they can easily be adapted to the
extended information frames. A class of techniques is also
discussed in eDanielson & Ekenberg 19967. Using such pro-
cedures, incoming reports from agents with varying degrees
of reliability can be evaluated in order to reach an informed
decision based on possibly deviating report contents.

Decision Trees
The model used above requires much responsibility li"om the
agents in the system since all agents are allowed to partici-
pate in the decision process. Consequently, for the agents to
produce qualilied deliberations, they should be able to eval-
uate the strategies under consideration in a qualilied way. In
the section above, the problem was modelled without taking
into account how decision making agents arrived at their
preferences and there were no requirements on the methods
they used in this process. By extending the concept of strat-
egy, and using techniques similar to those proposed above.
more general decision models can be evaluated. Consider a
traditional decision model in Figure 2.

SI S2 ¯ .. Sn

St ell el2 ... Cln

S2 c21 C22 ... C2n

Sm Cm I era2 "" Cam

I,igure 2 A state-t~mequence matrix

"rhe possible states (sI ..... Sn) in the model describe a set of
nmtually exclusive and exhaustive descriptions of the world.
n,~t leavin,, any relevant state out. These slates determine the

consequences (such as %j) of the different strategies (alter-
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natives} SI ..... Sm. The true state is the state that does even-
tually t,btain the description of tile actual world. Thus. if
we adopt lhe strategy S2 and if s3 becomes the true state.
consequence c23 will occur. The preferences among the con-
sequences are supposed to be expressed by some kind of val-
ue function, for instance a utility funcl,itm. If such a I’unctitm

exists, the value of ctmsequence eij can be mapped onto zt
value vii. and the matrix can be evaluated with respect to dif-
fercnl, evaluation rules that have been proposed during the
years (el. (Ekcnberg. l)aniclstm. & Boman 1996b)). 
motlel is formul.’|l,ed in terms of a single decision node. i.e..
when a decisitm making agent have only tree decision tt~
make. This is unnecessarily restrictive, since an agent often
confrtmts a decision situatitm involving paths with several
decision nodes. (of.. e.g.. (Raiffa 19681). Such a situatitm
can bc nlodelled in a decision tree such as in Figure 3. The
dirccl,ed edges I:lbcllcd by S in the ligure denote all,ern.’ll,ives.
:rod the o’s different consequences. The squares are decision
nodes, i.e.. where a decision has to be made by an agent. Tile
circles denote chance nodes, from which edges lead to
leaves or new decision nodes. Finally. the leaves correspond
to ultimate consequences. A directed edge labelled by p de-
notes the probability of the node where the edge terminate.
~iven that the altern.’tl,ive (leading to the chance node where
p begins) t,ccur.

Figure 3 A l)eci, don Tree

This model could be extended in a way similar to betbrc
hy allowing I’,r imprecise assessments such as "’tile proba-
bility of consequence c~.I t~bl,aining is in the interval
14(1u.6o’~ i’" ,,r or,reparative assessments such as "’cnnsc.

quencc cU is prcfcrrcd to Ct)llSCt.lUeliCe Ckl". These asscs>-
menl,s c.’m be represented in sysl,erns of linear inequalil,ies in

probability v:u’iables Pij and utility variables ui.i. Similar tt)
befure, the lirst asscsstnent can be represenl,ed by the l,wo ill-
equalil,ies Pij -> 4¢)’,.~ :rod Pij <-- 60:;~. and the sectmtl one by

uij -> Ukl. Tu simplify the pt’cselltatitm in the sequel, it is a.~-
sumed thai. I,o each chance node. there is at m~st one direct-
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ecl edge leading to a decision node. The general case is very
similar.

Definition 5

Given a decision l,ree. A set { Oil ..... ci,i,Dit:,i+l)} is an alter-
oalive associated with a chance node (’i. if the elements of
the set are exhaustive and pairwise disjoint wil,h respect I,o
Ci. (This nutation will be used even i fan ahernative riots not
Ct)lll,ain all CIelncnt .[.)0 st+I )), 

Infurmally. this means that exactly one ~d" Oil ..... cisi.Du..i~.l ~
will occur given that the alternative, represented by tile di-
rected ed,,e~, to Ci is chosen.

Definition 6

Given a dccisiun tree. a seqtzcncc of edges ISI ..... S,I is a
strategy, if l’~)r all elements in the set. i Iisa dir ected edge
frt,m a decistere node to :1. chance node Ci I" and there is a di-
rected edge from Ci .I to a decisinn node from wilich Si is a
directed edge. ̄

Definition 7

Given :m agent A. a dccisiun tree associated witll A. and a
strategy [S1 ..... St], where each Si is all alternative, i.e.
{ ell ..... Cisi.Dil.,i+l ] } associated with a chance node Ci. Tile
c,.~qwc/cd utility o./’/ SI ..... St] with respect to ageot A,
F.AtSI ..... Sr). is delined by the following:

E’X(si ) = ~ Pii’uq

I=I

when Si is an alternative {Oil ..... Cisi }. and

Ex . . EAtSi ..... Sr) = Zpfi uii÷(’Pji.,~-I, (Si.j ..... Sr)
j= I

when Si is an :dl,ernalive {Cil ..... ci.N.Ditsi+l i}.

uij denotes the utility of the consequence ci. i. and Pn.j demotes
tile pr(~babilil,y of tile ct)rl:,.,etlucn,,:e cii (or [)~l). given ̄

(;iron a decision trec T. a tlcci~,ion node L) in T can be cnn-

¯ ~idcrcd a set {SI ..... Sq} t)f [ilternativcs, i.e..’ill directed edg-
es J’rt)ln D. Two bases nm.v be :issocial,ed It, I). one
c.ntaining the probability variables td" the edges from each
Si. :rod one containing the utilil,y variables curresptmding I,o
p~,ssiblc Ic:wes emanating frt)m each Si. Using .,,uch :i ~,truc-
I.urc. ~.;.Igtle alld numerically impreci.,,e assessments c:m bc
represented and evalu.’il,ed in a sinli]ar w.’w .’is tlescrihcd in
the pre~.iuus section. The inetlu:ilitics c, mt:iining utility v;.i[i-
ahles are included in the utility base VII)). :ind inequalities
containing probability variables are included in the proba-
bility b:tsc PqD). These bases are covnp(~sed tn a h~t’al dcci-
SiOll .fr(lllh’ cmrt’.w,mdin.e to D and agt’nt A (I)"X(l) ).vA( D )).
This framework for evaluating tile expected ul,ilitv ot’a stral,-
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egy can be combined with the framework described above
and the total decision situation can be evaluated with respect
to all credibilities, reliabilities, strategies, probabilities and
utilities involved in the decision situation under consider-
ation. Each agent in a multi-agent system may assert proba-
bility and utility assessments with respect to the tree. In this
sense the probability and utility bases arc local to each agent.
What remains is to substitute the strategy utilities in section
two with the expected utility of .’t strategy qs delincd in this
section.

Definition 8

Given a set of agents { A I ..... Ak }. k decision trees - each as-
sociated with exactly one agent, and a strategy ISI ..... Sr],
the global crpet’ted utility of{S/ ..... S,.]. G(SI ..... Srg. is
defined as:

k k k
IGts, .....s l-- E E ZE"’cs, ..... sr, ro,,,

j= Ira= In= I

where Cij and rij are as in Detinition 1. ¯

Note that the definition does not presume that the decision
trees for the different agents are identical. For some domains
the tree could be the same lbr all agents and only the proba-
bility and utility assessments may differ. In other domains
the agents may have constructed different decision trees in-
volving the strategies under consideration. Similar to the
previous section, the strategies are evaluated with respect to
the information in the credibility and reliability bases. The
difference here is that the strategy base is replaced by a set
of probability and utility bases.

Consider the prerequisites in the deliniti~n above. Each Si
in the strategy ISI ..... Srl is an alternative on the form
{ Oil ..... Cisi,Di(si+l)}. for each agent A. Each Si is associated
with a chance node Ci. Assume that the directed edge lead-
ing to Ci emanates from the decision node Di. to which a lo-
cal decision frame (pA(Di),VAIDi)) corresponds. Such 
fi’amc contains constraints representing the pruhability and
utility assessments c Dl" agent A. Consequently. I:-x(SI ..... Srl
is associated with the set {(P’X~i)i).V:X(Di))}j. j = 1 ..... r. in
the same way as the slrategy variables used in the previous
section arc associaled with the strategy base.

Definition 9

Given an agent A, a decision trcc T. and a strategy [S] ..... Sr]
in T, where each Si is an ahernative ICil ..... ciN.Di(..,i.,.I ,} as-
sociated with a oh:race node Ci. Let aI ..... ar be :t vector of
real numbers { ("Ill ..... ai(.N-I i)}i=l...r. :md let bI ..... br be a

vector of real numbers I (bil ..... bi(.,i)) }i=l....r.

Now, aPiE"l(Si) is delined by the folh~wing:
S

h 1~ ’%
~:" LSI) =~ aii " hl.i

I=1

when Si is an alternative {Cil ..... eisi }, and

a h .. a:brEĀ  .
(.Si ..... Sr) =

a,.sb,.t...a:br~A _
.... Srl~, E aii. bi +(ai(s:+l).

17. (.5+I, .
.i= I

when Si is an alternative {Oil ..... cisi.l)ia.si+ )}. 

This may now be combined with the notation for inst.’mti-
ations of the global expected utility of an strategy in the pre-
vious section into the f~llowing:

Definition 10

Given a set of agents ( A I ..... k }. kdecision trees - each as-
sociated with exactly one agent, and a strategy ISI ..... Srl.

Let al ..... ak, bl ..... bk bc vectors of vectors {(JaI ..... Jar),
(Jbl .... ;ibr) } j= I....k- The latter are vectors of real numbers
{(Jail .....Jai(si+l))}i=l ..... r, {(ibil .....Jbi(si))}i=l ..... r- Also let d
and e be vectors of real numbers (dl i,d12 ..... dkk) and
(eI l,el2 ..... ekk). Now,a, bl ...akbkdeG ( S I .....

"~r") 

I k k k
"}EE E’’’’h’"r’b’EA’<s, .....¯

" Srl "dml’¢nm
¯ .i=lm--In=l

where taij, tbij. dij, and eij are numbers substituted for tpij.
tuij, cij, and rij in G(SI ..... Sr). 

The different strategies can then be evaluated, for instance
with respect to admissibility as belore.

Definition 11

A general decisionJ)’ame :/is a structure (’T, .£ Z, ’K., ’K). ’T
is a set ofTi’s -decision trees associated with the agents Ai’
j= 1 ..... k. S is the set ~1" pt~ssible strategies modelled in the
trees. £, is a set of local decision fi’ames (pAj(Di).vARI)i))

corresponding to Di and agent Aj.where Di is a node in the
tree ".F.i. K:md ",~.are credibility and reliability bases as in the
previous section. ¯

Definition 12

Given a general decision frame :t and a real number t in the
interval 10,11.

The strategy [SiL ..... SirI is at least as t-good as Ihe strategyIS.i~ .....

S3ql iff

anb .... t, b tl,e f gl...t~.~ d c
" " (’;(S~l ..... SI)- 

"~ G(S.i I .....

S. A-t.>.O
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fl, r all di, el. dj. e.i. where dl and di are solution vectors to ’.(..
:rod ei and e] arc soluli,m vectors to R- Furthermore, each Jai
in ai and each.q’i in .fi are solution vectors to pA.d Di ). and each
Jbi in bi. and each t~i in gi are solution vectors to vAI(DiL

The strate-v [Si ..... Si ] is t-better than the strate,,v
IS ...... S; ]flits .... ~ ] is at least as t-~ood as LS ..... S. ]

J~ Iq ~1 " Ir ~ .IN .Itianti

~1 I’~I ...a~h:d L’; I.dI.
I’i.~ d "’

(3 (S ..... Sj,) "’G LS]. .... Si.) -t >0

f,~r some di. ei. di. and e.i. where di Lind dj are solution vectors
to K. and e~ and ej are solution vectors to ~.. and 12)r every
at. bi. ft. gi. i= I .....k. iai in a, and Jfi in fi are solution vectors
to pAi(D~), and.lbi in i, and .Igt i n g~ are s~lution vectors to
vAt(Dt).

The strategy [SI ...... Sr. ] is t-admissihh, iff no oilier strategy
[St ......Sr.] m ]Is t-beuer. ̄

.I .I

If the set of admissible strategies is too large, contraction
methods similar to those suggested in the previous section
can be used for investigating the stability of the result.

Concluding Remarks
Vee have sht|v..n how a set (ffagents can analyse and evaluate

vague and numerically imprecise reports m.’tde by tile indi-
vidual agents when determining which strategies are reason-
able to choose among. The approach considers a decision
problem with respect to the contents :rod the credibilities of
the reports as well as the reliability of the agents making the
reports. These three aspects are modelled into an intonna-
tion fran|e consisting of three systems nf linear expressions
stating inequalities and interval assessments. The strategies
are evaluated relative to gcneralisations of the principle of
maximising the expected utility. We also demonstrated how
decision trees can be integrated into the framework and sug-
gested Lit’| cvaluatitm rule taking int~l ttCCoUnt all strategies,
credibilities, rcliabilities, probabihtic,; and utilities involved
in the framcwclrk. The rule is based tm the classic.’LI c~+nccpt
of admissibility. The need for zt central co-ordinating agent
is eliminated :rod the fi’:tmework is in this respect suitable for
use ill c<+-operttting :ltllonOl11()tlS agent architectures. How-
ever. the approach lilts two shortco|nings that sh, mld be em-
phasized.

(i) As was mentioned abt,ve, tile model is rc~,trictcd in the
sense thai there are no good uslilic:ttion why the agents
should not have opinions on the reliability of the olhcr
agents in a more general sense. To model such :t perspective
would theoretic-dl,x, imply an inlinite regress. Ct,nsequently.
we have 1o :lssuine thai the asscsslnenls converge afLer :l re:L-

sonable number of levels.

7O ICMAS-96

(it) Another problem is that despite the development of fast
algorithnls I’,~r st,lving the kinds of problems that are de-
scribed in this paper tl)anielson 1996). solving very large
problems may still bc quite tin|c-consuming. A natural line
of research is Io ft~llow aspects such as discussed in (Good
1952), (Horwitz & Klein 1995). (Horwitz. Cooper. & lleck-
ernmn 1989). where the cost of the deliberation also is taken
into :lccounL. antt lo investi,,ate under what restrictions on
the different bases the expected utility of a strategy con-
verge. This ,,~ ill bc trcatctl in a forthcoming paper.
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